
t2.micro (1 GB RAM)○

EC2: 750 hours (split however you want amongst instances, e.g. 4 instances x ¼month or 1 
instance x 1 month.

•

S3: 5 GB, 20k GET, 2k PUT•
RDS: 750 hours, 20 GB storage, 20 GB back-ups, 10,000,000 I/Os•
EBS: 30 GB•
ELB: 15 GB free•
Bandwidth: 15 GB out over all services. To find out what "out" means, read this note.•

Free tier information (reference)

Free tier information
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AWS-wide stuff
Setting up
Set up an IAM user so that you're not using the root account for anything.•
Set up proper security policies here (MFA, delete root access keys, etc.)•
Set a monthly budget here so that if your secret key is compromised, people don't mine bit-coins and 
rack up hundreds of thousands of dollars on your account.

•

General information
Free ebook by AWS themselves on how to get started with AWS here.•
Use of the AWS API does not cost any money in and of itself. This means you're not charged for the API 
call to query your running instances or create a new one, but you ARE charged for the instances that you 
create, even if they're not running for long.

•

You are charged for requests that clients emit to your servers, so if they pull HTML files for 
example, you're getting charged for that.

•

Internal traffic is 100% free no matter the direction, so if you do a "git pull" from one EC2 instance 
to a repo stored on another EC2 instance, then it's free as long as they're in the same region (since 
cross-region is over WAN).

•

Bandwidth: you are only charged for OUTGOING bandwidth. For example, if you do "git pull", "npm 
install", "wget", "curl", etc., you're only being charged for the requests (which should be very small, e.g. 
~100 bytes for an HTTP GET). The actual data you're getting is likely many megabytes, but you're not 
charged for that.

•

Troubleshooting
Time drift / access issues
If you ever run into problems where you can't perform an operation that you think you should be able to 
perform, you should check if the computer you're connecting from has time-drift issues. For example, I 
would run into this when I tried connecting from a VM on my machine after the host machine was in 
sleep mode for a while.

There's a StackOverflow post on how to correct this here: 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/27685288/aws-was-not-able-to-validate-the-provided-access-
credentials

AWS-wide information (e.g. accounts/security)
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EC2

You only pay for VMs that are in the "running" state, not in pending, shutting-down, terminated, 
stopping, or stopped. However, you pay for your hourly usage rounded UP, so even if you only use 
a VM for 1 minute, you'll get charged the hourly rate.

•

A reservation is the act of launching 1 or more instances. For example, if you launch 50 instances, 
you'll get one reservation ID returned.

•

"Instance store" - this is ephemeral storage that is saved to the physical disk attached to the VM. It 
is only available on the higher tier instances.

•

There's are nice pricing/cost sites here (preferred) and here.•

General information:

Run basic instructions from the AWS console.•

The image is 8 GB (so you can't provision any less than that) and ~1.2 GB of that is used by 
default.

○

Note: Amazon Linux is kind of a generic Linux that has a package manager and some developer 
defaults: Python, Java, etc.

•

I set up my VM such that it was accessible by the whole world, but you can only log in through 
SSH.

•

NOTE: the "ec2-user@" portion is very important! I believe this is needed instead of 
"admin" when you're using Amazon's flavor of Linux. If you're using something like 
Debian, just use "admin". If you're not sure, use "root" and it will probably tell you to 
use "admin".



ssh -i "C:\Users\agd13_000\Downloads\Firstkeypair.pem" ec2-user@ec2-52-36-149-173.us-
west-2.compute.amazonaws.com

○

I believe you should be able to just connect using this command•

Convert the .pem file into a key format that PuTTY can use (.ppk): PuTTYGen --> 
Conversions --> Import key --> Save private key.

○

Then, in PuTTY, I connected as ec2-user@<endpoint from AWS console> and specified my 
private key in Connection -- >SSH --> Auth --> Browse.

○

Alternatively, you could add the PPK to Pageant and then use ssh_butler (a CMD I wrote to 
start ssh-pageant).

○

If the above SSH command doesn't work, then you should do this:•

When I had screwed this up before, the solution ended up being that I needed to create an 
Internet Gateway and then modify my existing Route Table had a route for 0.0.0.0/0 that 
pointed to the IG.

○

If SSH still doesn't work (because of a timeout), you should read this page•

Transferring files: read this.•

sudo yum install mysql○

To install NodeJS, look at this note○

"yum" is the package manager. To install the mysql client, I typed this:•

Setting up

Elastic IPs
Elastic IPs are useful if you want to be able to have the same IP address point to any arbitrary running 
instance that you own. This way, you don't need to wait for DNS to catch up.

Also, note that you don't have to use elastic IPs for development; they're mostly for production. You can 
use instance IPs  (which I believe are temporary and could be reassigned at any time?): AWS console --> 

EC2
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use instance IPs  (which I believe are temporary and could be reassigned at any time?): AWS console --> 
VPC --> Subnets --> right-click your subnet --> Modify Auto-Assign Public IP --> Enable them. Instance IPs 
are totally free.

You are charged for elastic IPs when you use too many or when you have unused IP addresses. To 
manage them, go to the EC2 console --> Network & Security --> Elastic IPs. You will need to allocate an 
IP and then associate the IP with a running instance. When you're done with the IP, you need to release 
it.

Getting metadata (reference)

Note: 'latest' refers to the version of the API, not the VM that you're using it from.○

curl http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/•

From here, you'll get a list like "ami-id" and "hostname". You can do "curl 
http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/local-ipv4" for example to figure out your internal IP 
address.

•

To figure out metadata about an instance, you can access an internal AWS config service from that 
particular VM (not from another VM):

•

At the time you call runInstances, pass a base-64-encoded UserData string. If this is an object, you 
need to serialize it (so JSON.stringify makes the most sense for the JavaScript).

•

When you want to fetch the data, retrieve it via /latest/user-data•

You can store up to 16 KB of user data using the metadata service (reference).•
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Note: I adapted the instructions below from this page. It turns out that all of the scripts you may need 
are sourced from this GitHub.

First, figure out which major version of Node you want.○

RPM: https://rpm.nodesource.com/setup_5.x

DEB: https://deb.nodesource.com/setup_5.x

The scripts are saved in GitHub, but they're also hosted based on whether you're using "rpm" as your 
package manager or if you're using "apt-get" on Debian or Ubuntu ("deb").

○

You could also curl it directly into bash: curl <URL> | sudo bash -○

curl https://rpm.nodesource.com/setup_5.x -o ./setup_node_5x.sh

chmod +x ./setup_node_5x.sh

sudo yum remove -y nodejs npm○

If you already had an installation of NodeJS or NPM on your machine, you should remove it first.

sudo ./setup_node_5x.sh

yum --showduplicates list nodejs

sudo yum install nodejs-5.5.0-1nodesource.el7.centos□
Pick which version you want by appending the middle column to "nodejs-"

Specific version (e.g. 5.5.0 instead of 5.6.0)○

sudo yum install -y nodejs

Latest version○

When you're ready to install:

sudo yum install -y gcc-c++ make○

Finally, you also need gcc-c++ and make for compiling native modules:

curl the script○

sudo npm -g install node-gyp

You may want to get node-gyp for building modules:○

Installing NodeJS on Amazon Linux
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NodeJS SDK (API docs)

[default]
aws_access_key_id = <YOUR_ACCESS_KEY_ID>
aws_secret_access_key = <YOUR_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY>

Make a credentials file at ~/.aws/credentials (or on Windows: %userprofile%\.aws\credentials) -
note: 'credentials' is the name of the file, not a folder.

•

Setting up

Testing your setup

const AWS = require('aws-sdk');

AWS.config.region = 'us-west-2';

var s3 = new AWS.S3();
s3.listBuckets(function(err, data) {
    if (err) {
        console.log("Error:", err);
    } else {
        if (data.Buckets.length === 0) {
            console.log('You are a sad sealion.');
        }
        for (var index in data.Buckets) {
            var bucket = data.Buckets[index];
            console.log("Bucket: ", bucket.Name, ' : ', bucket.CreationDate);
        }
    }
});

To test your setup without costing money, just copy/paste this code in:

Useful API doc snippets (i.e. not full scripts)
runInstances

PrivateIpAddress: '10.0.0.4'
Specify a private IP. Put this at the top-level of params:

describeInstances
To filter, do something like this:
const params = {
    'Filters': [
        {
            Name: 'instance-state-name',
            Values: ['running']
        },
        {
            Name: 'tag:type', // the part after the colon is the key for your tag. You can specify multiple 
allowed values in the array below, but you can't have another filter with the same tag key (and you 
wouldn't want to since it doesn't accomplish anything you can't do with just the Values property below). 
Note: tags are case-sensitive.

NodeJS SDK
Wednesday, February 10, 2016 10:19 AM
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Note: tags are case-sensitive.
            Values: ['Overseer #2'] // this is the value for your tag
        }
    ]
};
ec2.describeInstances(params, function(err, data) { /* ... */ });

Useful scripts
Describe all EC2 instances (useful for getting their IDs)

const AWS = require('aws-sdk');

AWS.config.region = 'us-west-2';
var ec2 = new AWS.EC2();

ec2.describeInstances({}, function(err, data) {
    if (err) {
        console.error(err.toString());
    } else {
        var currentTime = new Date();
        console.log(currentTime.toString());

        for (var r = 0, rlen = data.Reservations.length; r < rlen; r++) {
            var reservation = data.Reservations[r];
            for (var i = 0, ilen = reservation.Instances.length; i < ilen; ++i) {
                var instance = reservation.Instances[i];

                var name = '';
                for (var t = 0, tlen = instance.Tags.length; t < tlen; ++t) {
                    if (instance.Tags[t].Key === 'Name') {
                        name = instance.Tags[t].Value;
                    }
                }
                console.log('\t' + name + '\t' + instance.InstanceId +
                    '\t' + instance.PublicIpAddress + '\t' +
                    instance.InstanceType + '\t' + instance.ImageId +
                    '\t' + instance.State.Name);
            }
        }
    }
});

Delete an EC2 instance
const AWS = require('aws-sdk');

AWS.config.region = 'us-west-2';

var ec2 = new AWS.EC2();

var params = {
    InstanceIds: [
        'i-7815d4a0'
    ],
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    ],

    DryRun: false
};
ec2.terminateInstances(params, function(err, data) {
    if (err) console.log(err, err.stack); // an error occurred
    else console.log(data); // successful response
});

Instance a new VM (assuming you still have a default VPC)
const AWS = require('aws-sdk');

AWS.config.region = 'us-west-2';

var ec2 = new AWS.EC2();

var params = {
    // The Amazon Linux AMI is an EBS-backed, AWS-supported image. The default
    // image includes AWS command line tools, Python, Ruby, Perl, and Java. The
    // repositories include Docker, PHP, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and other packages.
    ImageId: 'ami-f0091d91',

    // If true and everything WOULD have succeeded, you'll instead see
    // "DryRunOperation" as the error message. However, it won't actually
    // perform any real actions other than testing whether you COULD do
    // something.
    DryRun: false,

    InstanceType: 't2.micro',

    // You get this from the EC2 console and then go to Network & Security -->
    // Key Pairs.
    KeyName: 'First key pair',

    // You can find these in the EC2 console --> Network & Security --> Security
    // Groups. You list these by name. If you want, there's a different param
    // called SecurityGroupIds that lets you specify by ID.
    SecurityGroups: ['launch-wizard-1'], // this particular group is for SSH

    // If false, you're allowed to terminate this via API or console. If true,
    // you can't terminate this until setting it back to false later.
    DisableApiTermination: false,

    // If 'stop', your instance will simply turn off and stop charging money for
    // CPU time (but still charge money for EBS (storage) and maybe IP addresses
    // used). If 'terminate', your instance will be deleted entirely along with
    // any EBS.
    InstanceInitiatedShutdownBehavior: 'terminate',

    // If true, this may cost more money, but it will be better optimized for
    // EBS.
    EbsOptimized: false,

    Monitoring: {
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    Monitoring: {
        Enabled: false
    },

    MinCount: 1,
    MaxCount: 1
};

// Create the instance
ec2.runInstances(params, function(err, data) {
    if (err) {
        console.log('Could not create instance', err);
        return;
    }

    var instanceId = data.Instances[0].InstanceId;
    console.log('Created instance', instanceId);

    // Add tags to the instance
    params = {
        Resources: [instanceId],
        Tags: [{
            Key: 'Name',
            Value: 'instanceName'
        }]
    };
    ec2.createTags(params, function(err) {
        console.log('Tagging instance', err ? 'failure' :
            'success');
    });
});

Alter DNS A record
function testSetDns() {
    const route53 = new AWS.Route53();

    const params = {
        ChangeBatch: { /* required */
            Changes: [ /* required */ {
                    Action: 'UPSERT',
                    /* required */
                    ResourceRecordSet: { /* required */
                        Name: 'overseer.bot.land',
                        /* required */
                        Type: 'A',
                        /* required */
                        ResourceRecords: [{
                            Value: '10.0.0.7' /* required */
                        }],
                        TTL: 0,
                    }
                },
            ],
        },
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        },
        HostedZoneId: 'ZA729ONCYRM02' /* required */
    };
    route53.changeResourceRecordSets(params, function(err, data) {
        if (err) console.log(err, err.stack); // an error occurred
        else console.log('Done changing record sets: ' + data); // successful response
    });
}

Fetch instance ID from metadata service
// Note: this requires bluebird
const Promise = require('bluebird');
function getInstanceId() {
    const metadataService = new AWS.MetadataService();

    const promisifiedRequest = Promise.promisify(metadataService.request, {context: metadataService});
    return promisifiedRequest('/latest/meta-data/instance-id');
}
getInstanceId()
    .then((instanceId) => {
        console.log('Your instance ID is: ' + instanceId);
    })
    .catch((error) => {
        console.error('Got error: ' + error);
    });
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RDS

If you're trying to stick to the free tier, make sure to look at the left side of the screen for a 
warning about no longer being eligible for it: "The following selections disqualify the 
instance from being eligible for the free tier: <content>"

○

Note: if you deleted your default VPC, then you'll need to manually choose the VPC when 
you get to that point.

○

This seems to be the action by default.

When you get to the point where you can configure Network and Security, you can make it 
publicly accessible and then choose "Create new Security Group" so that your current IP 
address (from which you're accessing the console) will be granted permissions.

○

Go to AWS console, launch DB instance, follow the straightforward instructions.•

mysql -h <endpoint_without_port> -P 3306 -u root -p

In short, copy text from the "Endpoint" section (but without the automatically-highlighted 
port at the end) from your RDS dashboard and connect with this command:

○

Connecting to MySQL (reference):•

CREATE USER 'TomAto'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'password';○

The host has to be the host where you're accessing the database. Because this is AWS, you 
will need to specify your public IP address as the host.

○

When creating a user in the database, you typically run a command like this:•

Setting up

RDS
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 11:23 AM
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Securing your system
In general, there are multiple layers of security/firewalls on AWS:

ACL (access control lists)
These are set up via the VPC dashboard. They work like how Azure worked: you set up rules that have 
various priorities (which are called "rule numbers" on AWS). Rules are processed from lowest to highest 
priority, which means you should leave some gaps between the rules when you're creating them.

Every ACL will have a DENY-ALL catch-all at the end, but it's only hit if no other rules were 
matched. Also, you can't delete this DENY-ALL, nor should you want to.

•

Every ACL will have an ALLOW-ALL rule with the priority of 100, meaning all traffic is allowed by 
default.

•

Default rules:

A VPC is created with an ACL; you can't change this association, but you can change the ACL itself.

Subnets also have a default ACL, but you can change the association for these (as opposed to being 
forced to modify the ACL that you were given).

If you want to IP-ban someone as a temporary measure, you can do it with the network ACL, just make 
sure the DENY rule that you add comes before any ALLOW rules. Also, to mask a single IP address, use 
"/32" at the end. For example, if I want to ban 1.2.3.4, I'd add "1.2.3.4/32".

Subnets
When creating a new subnet, if you want instance IPs (as opposed to no IP or an elastic IP), then you 
should right-click your subnet and choose "Modify Auto-Assign Public IP". I think that if you do this after 
you've already provisioned an EC2 instance that you'll have to restart the instance (<citation needed>).

VPCs
If you delete your default VPC, the only way to get it back is to contact AWS support. However, you 
shouldn't ever need the default VPC again. You shouldn't need the default anything really (subnets, 
route tables, etc.).

Security Groups / VPCs
First of all, something worth noting is that when choosing a source IP, you have three options: 
Anywhere, My IP, and Custom IP. "Custom IP" will autocomplete with a whole bunch of useful options 
that aren't necessarily IP addresses, e.g. other security groups that you've configured.

To edit your security groups, go to AWS Console --> EC2 --> Network & Security --> Security Groups.

For example, if I want to give a new VM access to the database, I would make a security group 
called "Access to DB" with no inbound or outbound rules (so that it's essentially just used as a tag). 
Then, I would make another security group called "Allow MySQL traffic" that opens port 3306 only 

If I want to restrict traffic only to a particular VPC, then I can make a new security group and set inbound 
traffic on it using the Source of another security group (remember: choose "Custom IP" and then start 
typing "sg-" to see your security groups).

Security groups / VPCs
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 11:23 AM
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Then, I would make another security group called "Allow MySQL traffic" that opens port 3306 only 
to members of the first security group.

From RDS Dashboard, click Instance Actions --> Modify. Then you'll find your security group. 
Choose the right one. Scroll to the bottom and choose "Apply immediately" so that this 
doesn't have to wait until your next maintenance window.

○

Note: you can choose multiple security groups from the box by ctrl+clicking.○

RDS•

From EC2 Dashboard, right-click an instance, go to Networking --> Change Security Groups. 
Check any applicable boxes for your security groups.

○

EC2•

Once you have a security group that refers to itself, you can apply it to various endpoints:

Basic security groups
This section contains some of the security groups that I think are good for testing things out. Make sure 
to read the warnings below.

Inbound rules

Name Type Protoco
l

Port 
Range

Source Description

SSH 
Access

SSH TCP 22 <just your IP> Useful for VMs you set up that you want 
to SSH into. You may want to set the IP to 
only your IP address.

MySQL 
Access

MYSQL/A
urora

TCP 3306 <your 'Access 
to DB' group>

Only open the DB up to your 'Access to 
DB' group.

Access to 
DB

N/A N/A N/A N/A This is just used as a group to tag which 
endpoints have access to your DB.

Real-world endpoints likely shouldn't have SSH open on them.•
Outbound rules should be made stricter. If someone got access to a game server, let's say, then 
they couldn't just export data to any random machine on the Internet.

•

"Tag" groups like "Access to DB" should be made more specific. For example, if you want your 
REST server to have access to the database, then make a security group for the REST server that is 
fully configured, then specify that as your source in the "MySQL Access" group.

•

Warnings: the above rules are just for testing. Here are some things to correct from above:
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EBS

EBS is not elastic in terms of the size of an individual volume, so going from, say, 8GB to 16GB on 
an instance would require copying everything from one volume to the other.

•

To see how many EBS volumes you have, go to your EC2 dashboard and then look at Elastic Block 
Store --> Volumes.

•

You can't shrink volumes. If you want to set up images of size 4GB instead of 8GB, then follow this 
guide. WARNING: THIS GUIDE HAS TYPOS AS OF 2/21/16 (which likely means the author is never 
fixing them), so read the comments.

•

Basics:

Shrinking a volume (best reference, expert reference)

READ THIS

After I get the kernel ID, I should take a snapshot, then make an AMI from the snapshot.

Should I ever determine that I'm stupid enough to try this again, here's what went wrong last time: as 
mentioned here, I need to find the kernel ID (kernels aren't copied by 'dd'; they're managed by AWS). 
This will not show up in my volume or my AMI, because my AMI is a "sub AMI", which means the original 
AMI has the kernel ID. This is what the "-" in the UI means - either it's deferred to the parent or it's 
disabled.

Spin up an EC2 instance based on an AMI
Create ANOTHER volume from your AMI. To do this, EBS --> Snapshots --> Actions --> Create Volume
Create an empty 4GB volume in the same availability zone

Enable termination-protection, stop the instance, and attach the two volumes
    Small instance: /dev/sdf
    Large instance: /dev/sdg

Start the instance, SSH into it.

lsblk
    this will show you your attached volumes

sudo mount
    My main drive showed 
        /dev/xvdg1 on / type ext4 (rw,noatime,data=ordered)

[ec2-user@ip-10-0-0-4 ~]$ lsblk
    NAME    MAJ:MIN RM SIZE RO TYPE MOUNTPOINT
    xvda    202:0    0   8G  0 disk
    +-xvda1 202:1    0   8G  0 part
    xvdf    202:80   0   4G  0 disk
    xvdg    202:96   0   8G  0 disk
    +-xvdg1 202:97   0   8G  0 part /

    FYI: disks do not have numbers; the partitions have numbers

EBS
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 11:24 AM
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Run fsck on the copy of your AMI. Because my main drive is xvdg1, I want to run fsck on xvda1
    sudo e2fsck -f /dev/xvda1

If there were no errors
    sudo resize2fs -M -p /dev/xvda1

    The filesystem on /dev/xvda1 is now 560194 (4k) blocks long.

    136.766113281
    2188.2578125 MB
    I want it to be 2.5 GB, so I would want 160 16-MB blocks.

My small volume is /dev/xvdf, so do this:
    sudo fdisk /dev/xvdf

    Type 'n' to make a new partition
    Then use all of the default options, which will create one main partition whose number is 1 and whose 
size is the entire volume.

    After doing that, make sure to type 'w' to write out the changes instead of 'q' to quit without saving.

    To make sure you did everything correctly, type "lsblk" and make sure your partition shows.

sudo dd bs=16M if=/dev/xvda1 of=/dev/xvdf1 count=160
sudo resize2fs -p /dev/xvdf1
sudo e2fsck -f /dev/xvdf1

Maybe it was a combination of setting both that AND the boot device to /dev/sda1 instead of 
/dev/xvda

This did not do anything: I need to attach both volumes, then run fdisk and set the bootable flag on the 
4GB volume.

Next, I should be okay to stop the instance and attach just the smaller volume as the root device: 

You just type "/dev/xvda" when attaching despite that the UI says you need to specify "/dev/sdf 
through whatever".

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6377669/can-i-change-the-root-ebs-device-of-my-amazon-ec2-
instance

After booting into the device, try "df -h" to see the remaining size.

3/6/2016 

    Find starting partition of current filesystem
        sudo fdisk -l /dev/xvdf

        Mine starts at 4096

    Make smaller partition
        sudo fdisk /dev/xvdf
        d
        1

I tried again. This time, I tried copying over the entire device as opposed to just a partition based on the 
advice of a comment from the main reference. It still didn't work. Still, here are the steps I followed:
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        1
        n
        1
        4096
        +3000M   <-- I picked a number slightly bigger than the 2.4 GB for the file system since this is 
the partition.
        w

    lsblk to make sure your xvdf1 is now 3 GB.

    You can verify that the filesystem is intact by doing "sudo mount /dev/xvdf1 /mnt" (and then 
maybe /mnt/usr/bin/node --version), then "sudo umount /dev/xvdf1" when you're done to 
unmount.

    sudo dd bs=16M if=/dev/xvdf of=/dev/xvdg count=150

    Now, using "sudo fdisk /dev/xvdg" followed by the "p" command, I can see "/dev/xvdg1" on 
there with a start block of 1 and an end of 16777215
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S3
If you host something internally on S3, that will cost money for storage. However, internal bandwidth is 
free.

•

You can download a file manager like DragonDisk for free to make it easier to navigate through your 
folders.

•

Hosting a static page
Through the AWS console, go to S3.•
Create a bucket if you don't already have one (the name has to be globally unique, so something like 
"test" will be taken).

•

Enable website hosting•
Index Document: index.html•

Go to Properties --> Static Website Hosting•

Click the blue "Upload" button at the upper left•
Drag some files onto the page•
After they've uploaded, right-click them and choose "Make public". Now, you should be able to go to the 
URL they gave you to load index.html.

•

Replication
To enable cross-region replication, you can go to "Cross-Region Replication" and click "enable". This 
should likely be done for your HTML files. If your assets exist elsewhere, then they're probably on 
Cloudfront and they have their own replication going on. Note that any cross-region replication is over a 
WAN so you are paying for transfer.

CloudFront
Setting up

You're probably going to want to point a domain at this, so make sure to specify an 
alternate domain name while creating the distribution, otherwise you have to wait for it to 
update later (which isn't a huge deal, it just takes like 10 minutes).

○

You probably also want a default root object of "index.html" or something.○

Source it from S3. You don't have to modify very many fields here. I just changed the obvious ones 
without really looking anything up and it ended up working fine. A couple of notes:

•

After finishing the creation, if you intend for this distribution to be public, then you should 
probably change permissions on the S3 bucket itself so that Everyone has the "LIST" permission 
(and possibly even the "view permissions" permission), that way you can manually upload files to 
S3 and they'll automatically be pulled into CloudFront.

•

Create a Distribution•

First, make sure you put an alternate domain name ("CNAME") in the distribution settings in 
CloudFront. If not, go add it.

•

Wait for the CloudFront distribution to have a status of "deployed" (which you can see in the 
CloudFront dashboard). This takes >10 minutes (maybe like 13 when I did it on 11/2/2017).

•

Just add a CNAME record from "your.domain.com" to the CloudFront URL that looks like this: •

Note: if the hosted zone is the same as the domain you're trying to configure for, use an A 
record instead of a CNAME record. Make sure it's still an alias.

du9o9z88zk0b2.cloudfront.net (make sure to choose "alias: yes")

Point Route53 at it•

S3 / CloudFront
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 11:25 AM
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Default root object
If you want to automatically go to "index.html", just edit your CloudFront distribution and set the 
Default Root Object to "index.html".

Caching

When it comes to versioning, you should probably base it on a hash of your project + version, that 
way it's not as easily guessable. This isn't bullet-proof because people could just figure out how 
you got the hash and then compute more, so you may want to salt them as well.

CloudFront tries to aggressively cache everything which is how it achieves the performance that it 
offers. This makes it hard to "fix" resources, for example if an image is bad and you need to update it. It 
provides an interface for invalidating objects in the cache, but this takes something like ~5 minutes. 
Ideally, you would version all of your files and just pull from whatever version is most up-to-date.

When the cache is enabled, you'll see a very low amount of bytes transferred at the bottom of the 
network pane.

If you're testing browser-side caching (either via AppCache or Service Workers), Chrome has an option 
to disable the cache when DevTools is open. You can find it in the settings or in the Network tab:

Invalidating the cache
Invalidating the cache can be done directly on the AWS Management Console - you can just go to a 
distribution and choose the "invalidations" tab. They can also be done via the createInvalidation API.

They tend to work pretty quickly: 5-15 minutes (sometimes as low as ~2 minutes though).

Apparently the "right" way to do it would be to invalidate both "/" and "/index.html", but that is 
two requests, and  cache invalidations are only free up to 1k/month, then they cost something like 
½¢ per request after that. We can lump both requests into a "/*" which will match both of those 
(and obviously more if you had more than just "index.html").

Conclusion: in my particular case, just invalidate by "/*".

[this is from around September 12th, 2017]
HiDeoo: Adam13531 Actually called on phone our AWS guy as it was bothering me and he owes 
me some, for him, a proper configuration invalidating only / index.html should work as expected 
but he linked me to this as he thinks it's just an AWS temporary issue on unique invalidation 
(check the date, also more people are reporting that on Twitter) ^^ 
https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?messageID=804352&#804352

I ran into a bunch of issues around invalidating my single HTML file in CloudFront. I tried specifying 
"index.html" and it complained about an "invalid invalidation path", so I tried prepending a forward 
slash: "/index.html". This "worked" in that CloudFront didn't error and claims that the invalidation was 
successful in the Management Console, but it would apparently only invalidate it for people who load 
the application through "play.bot.land/index.html" specifically.

Compression/gzipping
CloudFront will automatically compress files for you if it's the right content type (e.g. JavaScript, HTML, 
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Then, when you try to request a resource that fits the criteria (i.e. correct type, correct size), you 
should see a response header of "Content-Encoding→gzip" which indicates that the file was 
compressed. This may take time for this option to take effect. I waited at least a day before 
testing it, so I don’t know if it takes a few minutes or a few hours.

CloudFront will automatically compress files for you if it's the right content type (e.g. JavaScript, HTML, 
CSS, etc.) and the right size (1kb to 10 MB). However, you need this option set. "You can enable this 
feature in a minute! Simply open up the CloudFront Console, locate your distribution, and set Compress 
Objects Automatically to Yes in the Behavior options".

CORS
I was hosting my HTML file on S3 and trying to load assets from CloudFront.

In S3 for my botland-assets bucket, I needed to add a CORS configuration:

The default one that comes up is already configured to allow GET requests from anywhere.

Just having done the step above, I redeployed my files to CloudFront (so that I didn't have to wait for 
any propagation) and everything loaded. However, I also whitelisted the "Origin" header on CloudFront 
according to the advice here to prepare for HTTP vs. HTTPS origins in the future.

DNS
To point your DNS at a static page hosted on S3, follow these instructions. If you're hosting on 
CloudFront, then you don't technically have to name your bucket after your domain, but if you're 
hosting on S3, then you do.
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AMI (Amazon Machine Images)

To view any AMIs that you've created, go to EC2 Dashboard --> Images --> AMIs•

Spawn a base image (into an EC2 VM)○

Make changes over SSH○

Stop it.○

Create an AMI from it (see below)○

Creating AMIs is as easy as creating a snapshot in a hypervisor:•

General information

First, make sure to reduce start time by deleting temporary files, defragmenting your hard drive, 
and zeroing out free space.

•

Also, it's a good idea to clear your Bash command history so that you don't have setup commands 
when you press "up" after logging in (reference)

•

You probably want "Delete on termination" checked, otherwise you could have stray EBS 
volumes.

○

Note: this will take ~5 minutes since it has to copy the entire disk, and the only indication 
that it's doing something is in the EC2 Dashboard --> Images --> AMIs UI.

○

To actually make the image, go to your EC2 Dashboard --> Instances --> Actions --> Image --> 
Create Image

•

The image that you create will be backed by EBS. You wouldn't want to put it in something like S3 
unless you needed to make it public.

•

Note: most images you create are going to have a minimum size of 8 GB. To lower this amount, 
you can rsync to another mounted EBS volume by following these instructions. WARNING: these 
instructions will waste 5 hours of your time unless you know what you're doing with Linux.

•

To create an image (reference):

To delete an AMI
BEFORE PROCEEDING, REMEMBER THE AMI ID FOR THE STEP BELOW! In the EC2 Dashboard, Images --> 
AMIs --> Actions --> Deregister. This only removes the AMI, not the snapshot backing it.

•

Delete the EBS snapshot that backed the AMI. You can find this because the AMI ID (which you got in 
the step above) should be in the name or description (it looks like this: "Created by 
CreateImage(i-9e34f546) for ami-e7b25287 from vol-ab5b306b").

•

AMI
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 11:25 AM
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General information
Setting up a hosted zone is one of the few things on AWS that is not pro-rated. It costs 50¢ per month 
(plus tax).

Private vs. public hosted zones

PCI-compliance - if you're ever going to handle payment data, then you need to have a private 
hosted zone.

•

People will know which internal IP addresses you use, so if they get access to one endpoint, they'll 
know the addresses of your other endpoints.

•

You can always use a public hosted zone and have it point at internal DNS addresses, e.g. 
overseer.bot.land --> 10.0.0.5. Everyone will have access to the DNS record ("overseer.bot.land"), but it 
will point to an address on their own network. There are two issues with using a public hosted zone in 
this way:

Public hosted zone
In order to set these up, you go to Route53 --> Hosted Zones --> create. The big thing to keep in mind is 
your domain's name servers. For example, I registered bot.land through name.com, so I needed to sign 
into name.com and adjust my nameservers so that they were referring to Amazon's nameservers. After 
making this change, you need to wait about 5-10 minutes for it to propagate. You can check the 
progress of this propagation using sites like this:
        https://www.whatsmydns.net/#NS/bot.land
        https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=bot.land

When making the change to nameservers, any subdomains you have will stop working. You need 
to make AWS handle this.

•

If you're pointing at a shared host, you'll need to go into CPanel and either add an addon domain 
or a parked domain (AKA an "Alias" in CPanel). I added an addon domain and then used the 
CPanel "Redirects" feature to point it at another domain (note: I needed Leaf to give me 
permission for an addon domain).

•

Notes:

Using Route53 to point to a subdomain on another host

108.178.4.90 wiki.bot.land

I have Route53 managing bot.land, and I wanted wiki.bot.land to point to bot.land/wiki. First, I set up 
bot.land on my shared host (via CPanel) to have a subdomain pointing wiki.bot.land at 
public_html/botland/wiki. Then, in Route53, I made an A record that points wiki.bot.land at the same IP 
address as bot.land. To test this out before waiting for DNS to propagate, I simply added this to my hosts 
file and it immediately worked:

Private hosted zone
A private hosted zone is a set of DNS records for internal traffic only, meaning you don't even need to 
own the domain name that you're setting up DNS for.

Setting it up:

Route53 / DNS / hosted zones
Monday, February 22, 2016 9:39 AM
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Leave the TTL of NS (name servers) and SOA (start of authority) set to whatever they are.•
Change the TTL of any A records you create to 0 so that no caching takes place.•

enableDnsHostnames○

enableDnsSupport○

Note: as of 2/22/2016, they're called "DNS resolution" and "DNS hostnames" in the UI.○

Update your VCP so that these are enabled:•

Test that you set it up correctly by SSHing into a machine, running nslookup, and then typing your 
A record's name (e.g. overseer.bot.land) to make sure that it resolves to the correct IP address. 
You don't actually need

•

Setting it up:
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Load-balancing strategies
(e.g. round robin, CPU-based, IP-based)
If you're using a classic load balancer (and you'll see this in the EC2 console under "Type"), then you 
can't change this strategy.

Rate-limiting (reference)
According to the reference above, ELB doesn't provide a way to rate-limit requests. You would either 
have to add something into the mix like Redis or HAProxy or just handle it in your application servers.

IP address and X-Forwarded-For

11:21 HiDeoo: Adam13531 Cloudfront does that "If a viewer sends a request to CloudFront and 
does not include an X-Forwarded-For request header, CloudFront gets the IP address of the viewer 
from the TCP connection, adds an X-Forwarded-For header that includes the IP address, and 
forwards the request to the origin." 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/RequestAndResponseBe
haviorCustomOrigin.html

If you're going to do rate-limiting, make sure you're not doing it based on just IP address since the 
application will see the IP of the load balancer, not the client. The way that you get around this is by 
using the X-Forwarded-For header. This will be added for you by CloudFront:

I ended up doing a video on this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxB1uJhT-fs

Application-level rate-limiting
If you're planning on implementing rate-limiting in your application, realize that it won't be effective 
unless you have sticky sessions enabled in your load balancer, otherwise it's possible that a user gets 
load-balanced to a different application server that doesn't have your rate-limiting information.

Alternatively, you could implement a datastore (likely an in-memory cache like Redis or memcache) that 
each application server reaches out to before processing the request.

Sticky sessions (reference)
Just click the "Edit stickiness" button in the AWS Management Console for load balancers

A rule of thumb that I got online was to get the average session duration and set the cookie 
stickiness to about 1.5x that amount. My average session length right now is 11m, so I'll set my 
stickiness to 15m.

The information below is how I set up the account servers for Bot Land.•

First, just create an Account Server Security Group ("Acct Group") and the ELB security 
groups ("ELB Group") without adding any rules.

○

Security groups•

Setting up (reference)

ELB
Friday, March 4, 2016 4:16 PM
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ELB group - inbound rule - allow TCP traffic on port 8080 from any source. This is 
because random users in the world will hit the ELB as though it's the account server. 
Note that by making this so permissive, I don't explicitly need to give Matchmakers 
access to the Account Server.



This means that the only traffic to leave the ELB is to the private endpoints□

ELB group - outbound rule - allow TCP traffic on port 8080 and on the health-check 
port (which I set to 8081) only to the Acct Group



Note: because the REST servers already have a REST API, the "health-check port" 
can just be 8080 since any API that returns 200 will work.

□

Acct Group - inbound rule - allow TCP traffic on ports 8080 and 8081 ONLY from the 
ELB Group



groups ("ELB Group") without adding any rules.

My ELB is Internet-facing, which means it needs a public subnet with a CIDR block of at least 
"/27" (and 8 free IP addresses).

○

    ELB for account servers
    subnet-75f00b11
    10.0.1.0/27
    AZ: us-west-2a

    ELB for account servers
    subnet-44d0cc33
    10.0.1.32/27
    AZ: us-west-2b

    ELB for account servers
    subnet-f0e7cca9
    10.0.1.64/27
    AZ: us-west-2c

I made three subnets using the VPC dashboard (and then by choosing "Subnets"). They all 
had the same name. They had consecutive CIDR blocks, and they had different availability 
zones.

○

To ensure that your subnets are indeed public, check their route tables to make sure there's 
a route to an Internet gateway. There is a concept of a "main" route table which will be 
assigned unless you explicitly associate a subnet to a route table, so it's possible that they're 
already public. If not, you need to make a new route table and make sure you have an 
Internet Gateway set up (so create one if you don't have it).

○

Set up a private subnet if you don't already have one for your instances (i.e. the account 
servers). There's no explicit need to do this other for load-balancing other than to ensure 
that your endpoints are not accessible on the Internet. So, for example, if you still want to 
be able to SSH into these instances, then you probably don't want a private subnet yet.

○

Subnets•

I didn't do anything specific here because my ACLs are super permissive. The instructions 
assume that you have restrictive ACLs (as you should) and that you need to open them up 
for the ELB.

○

Network ACLs•

Go into the EC2 console, click Load Balancers, then click Create.○

Name: AccountServerLoadBalancer○

I set the load balancer port and the instance port to 8080.○

When picking subnets, I chose the public subnets for the ELB (the ELB for account servers
subnets that I'd created earlier) since my ELB is Internet-facing. I did not need to do 
anything here with the private subnets.

○

I didn't enable HTTPS or SSL, so I got a warning about not having secure communication, but 
I clicked "next" anyway.

○

Creating the ELB itself•
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I clicked "next" anyway.
Ping protocol: HTTP, port 8080, path "/" (although it could be "/ping" or something if the 
server has a route for that).

○

Make sure your instances have the Acct Group (security group) on them, otherwise they 
won't accept traffic from the ELB.

○

Instances•

I pinged this from the EC2 instance itself so that I could get the IP (although the ping 
itself will fail). Then, from my Windows machine, I connected to the ELB's IP.



My ELB got a DNS address of http://accountserverloadbalancer-2012962815.us-
west-2.elb.amazonaws.com/

○

I needed a public hosted zone so that the rest of the Internet could get access to this. Note 
that 

○

Hosted zones•

HTTPS on ELB (reference)
You can add a new listener by following those instructions, just make sure you also modify the security 
groups.

10:37  syntonic8: @Adam13531 your infra will still work because the ELB goes from HTTPS -> 
HTTP. Your services talk directly to each other, so as long as it listens INTERNALLY on HTTP you're 
good

FYI: for Bot Land, I only need HTTPS on the page that the client requests (play.bot.land), but for the API 
itself, I have it listening on HTTP. The reason this works is because encryption is terminated at the ELB 
since I forward traffic to HTTP on the instance itself. This means the following:
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First-time setup
8/31/2017

Getting the certificate
I'm setting up a certificate for everything to try to get HTTPS.

NOTE: CERTIFICATES FOR CLOUDFRONT MUST BE REQUESTED IN US EAST ("N. VIRGINIA") (reference)

I clicked "Get started" on their site, typed in "*.bot.land" for my FQDN, then clicked "review and 
request". Note that "*.bot.land" only applies to subdomains of "bot.land", not "bot.land" itself. If you 
want it to apply to both, just add another domain name:

postmaster@bot.land
admin@bot.land
webmaster@bot.land
hostmaster@bot.land
administrator@bot.land
bot.land@protecteddomainservices.com

Mail is then sent out to a bunch of addresses:

Make sure you have email set up for the domain

Go to Email Accounts1.
Add "admin@bot.land"2.
Under your email accounts below, click "More" and then "Access Webmail". Now is probably a 
good time to test by sending yourself an email.

3.

I then went back to AWS, clicked my domain in the certificate manager, and chose Actions --> 
Resend validation email

4.

(actually, never mind, I got an email in my Gmail that was to 
"bot.land@protecteddomainservices.com"; not totally sure how this worked) (I also got the email 
through cpanel at "admin@bot.land")

5.

The problem is that I didn't have mail set up. I had to set this up through cpanel (specific URL in my 
"priv" note under "domains"):

After getting the email

AWS Certificate Manager (SSL)
Thursday, August 31, 2017 12:14 PM
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After getting the email
Click "I approve" via the email and you've got a certificate.

Setting up Cloudfront to use the certificate
Remember: you need a US East certificate according to this as of 8/31/2017.

Select it•
Choose "Distribution Settings"•
Under "General", click "Edit"•
Click "Request or Import a Certificate with ACM". If you don't see your certificate from earlier, 
then perhaps it's not in US East and you should make one in that region. If you DO see your 
certificate but can't select it, then just wait a minute or so and refresh the page.

•

It was at this time I also updated CloudFront to use HTTP/2, which is supported as of September 
2016 (and if clients don't support it, they can still access it using HTTP/1.1).

•

Before, we were in the "General" tab, now go to the "Behaviors" tab.•
Edit the existing behavior from "HTTP and HTTPS" to "Redirect HTTP to HTTPS".•

In the AWS console, go to CloudFront. I had an entry set up for botland-assets already.

Setting up S3 to use the certificate
From what I understand, a statically hosted site on S3 cannot be truly encrypted end-to-end (reference). 
I think you have to make a CloudFront bucket out of your static content.

I made an A record alias in Route53 to dn86bjuvjvuxn.cloudfront.net after setting up an Alternate 
Domain Name (play.bot.land) for it in the distribution settings and a CNAME record in Route53 
pointing at it too.

I created a new web distribution in CloudFront whose origin was my single HTML file (at play.bot.land).
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Basics
CAN-SPAM act
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/can-spam-act-compliance-guide-business

Email types
Commercial content – which advertises or promotes a commercial product or service, including content 
on a website operated for a commercial purpose;
Transactional or relationship content – which facilitates an already agreed-upon transaction or updates 
a customer about an ongoing transaction; and

If you have transactional emails only, then you don't need to worry about the CAN-SPAM act.

MX records
MX records in DNS are for receiving email, not for sending them. 

Apparently an MX record isn't absolutely necessary (since it seemed to work for me), but it's not a bad 
idea to have one.

You can check to see what your MX records are set to using this page.

DKIM / SPF records
For sending emails, DKIM and SPF are used to verify that the sender is actually authorized to send for a 
particular domain.

An SPF record basically says "if you receive an email from bot.land, the sender's IP address needs to 
match whatever address was listed in the "include:" record below (amazonses.com)".

Go to SES in the AWS console•
Click your domain•
Click "View details"•
DKIM --> "Generate DKIM Settings"•

You'll see them as CNAME records in Route 53.○

If you're using Route 53, you can click a button below that one that will automatically create the 
records in DNS.

•

To set up DKIM:

"v=spf1 include:amazonses.com -all"○

(I copied the quotation marks and everything)○

Also note: Leaf says that if you want to update this to be able to send from other domains 
that you should edit the existing one rather than replace it with a new one ("you can add as 
many "include:" for the domains you want to include).

○

Just add this as a TXT record on your domain•
To set up SPF records (reference):

You can validate SPF records using something like mxtoolbox.

Note: once you've set up SPF, then you won't be able to send email from cPanel any longer.

Sending/receiving email
Sunday, October 29, 2017 5:09 PM
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Note: once you've set up SPF, then you won't be able to send email from cPanel any longer.

Forwarding email

Add a noreply@bot.land account○

Go to "Forwarders" in cPanel and "add forwarder"○

Forward email to "<personal address>+botlandnoreply@gmail.com", that way I can filter 
them there.

○

Test that I set it up correctly by emailing noreply@bot.land from my personal address. Note: 
this did seem to take way longer than it should have just for the email to arrive in my 
webmail through cPanel, and I don't think it ever forwarded the first email (but the second 
one worked).

○

Set up the email address on my shared host (through cPanel)•

Name: blank (so that it's just bot.land)○

Value: "10 bot.land."○

In AWS Route 53, I added an MX record•

As of 10/29/2017, it doesn't look like Amazon handles email forwards automatically, so I did these steps:

Handling bounces properly

Leaf has never used something like this, but he's heard good things about it: sendy (paid).

If you get a bounce, you need a blacklist set up to make sure that you don't contact that email address 
again. There are different kinds of bounces: hard bounces (message will never be able to be delivered), 
soft bounces (temporarily can't deliver, maybe you're sending too fast), spam complaints. Leaf doesn't 
recommend trying to write this stuff from scratch (although maybe it's not terrible; check this page). 
Bounces can be caused when an email address doesn't exist or if you try sending too many to the same 
mail server; it's just a broad term to mean that the mail server rejected your email address.

Using an external service
If I'm going to use something like Zoho then I would need to point my MX records at Zoho. They should 
teach you how to set that up. BTW: Zoho has a free plan if I need to use it (scroll down on the pricing 
page).

Leaf's nightmare story

He also linked this just for fun: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_job

Leaf had a catch-all email so that "madeupaddress@hisdomain.com" would still get delivered to his 
address. He also had an SPF record that was a little more permissive; he used "+all" instead of "-all" so 
that emails could still be delivered even if they didn't match the SPF record, so maybe that painted a 
target on his back. It led to a backscatter attack that caused him to disable the catch-all email address.

Troubleshooting

Note: that site can check basically anything, but you first need to do a search for the dropdown to 
be enabled.

If I have deliverability issues, I may need DKIM and SPF records. You can check everything using 
http://mxtoolbox.com/
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https://sendy.co/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/ses/handling-bounces-and-complaints/
https://workplace.zoho.com/orgsignup.do?plan=free
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_job
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backscatter_(email)
http://mxtoolbox.com/

